THINKING OUTSIDE THE AMBULANCE:
LOOKING BACK...LOOKING FORWARD
Peel Paramedic Association
2016 Year in Review

Thank You:
Print copies of this
Year in Review made
possible with the
generous support of
Peel Regional
Paramedic Services.
Your assistance is
greatly appreciated.
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President’s Message
I'm happy to be able to write a message for our second annual Year In Review! Thank you for helping to make
last year's a success. While still focusing on our lives “Outside The Ambulance”, this year’s theme is “Looking
Back, Looking Forward”. Therefore, we
threw in some nostalgia with pictures
and memories from days past.
While going through some old photos
for this edition, it hit me that I'm
getting older. We're all getting older,
but in just the last little while, I'm
starting to realize my age. Maybe it

has something to do with hearing that
for the first time kids starting high
school are learning about 9/11 which
happened before they were born. Or
it could also be from seeing some
younger medics watching Friends on
Netflix, because they were babies
when I was watching it in the 90's. In
any case, it's made me appreciate
who and what came before me and
how my actions and decisions may
impact the future. That state of mind
is a big reason why we've tried to focus on those who volunteer outside
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of our Paramedic family.
I know there's a ton of great throwback
pictures floating around PRPS. I'm happy that we were able to include some
of them in our Year in Review! We also
have some great baby photos. Thank
you to all who contributed photos from
back in the day or from back in their
diaper. I tried to pick the one I looked
best in, but unfortunately no one really
looked good in an '80's bowl-cut.
Enjoy!
—Holly

Camera Shy at a Young Age

Camera Shy at a Young Age

Your PPA Board of Directors

Camera Shy at a Young Age

Top Row: Michael-Jon Braaksma, Scott
Caldwell, Joel D’Eath
Second Row: Nicole Fox-Wood, Brent
Gorzynski, Kaley Jevnikar
Third Row: Sara Kissick, Wade
MacPherson, Sarah Salvis
Bottom Row: Mike Thomas, Greg van der
Wees
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IN MEMORY OF
ACP 36378
Husband, Son, Mentor, Friend
Gentleman Paramedic

Martin Wood
Rest in Peace.

You Are Not Alone…
Peer Support is Available

Check out the Peer Support
homepage on Pathways.
Or call 905-791-7800.
Press 0 to connect with the
Region of Peel Call Centre
who will direct you to a
Peer Supporter.

There in a Time of Need…

Integrity
Honesty
Benevolence
Honour
To date, more than
$45000 has been raised
for the fund.

Thank You for the Support.
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Honouring
Others:
PRPS Honour
Guard
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An Award-Winning Group
Current Page: Top—1. S. Wheelans and
D. Woodcock 2. Peter Dundas. Middle—
A. Garauskas and J. Harris. Bottom— J.
Mausz and R. Austin.
Next Page: Top—1. P. Dundas, D. Clarke,
Maj-Gen. R. Rohmer, P. Forgie, D. Bink,
and B. Gibson 2. S. Sobon and S. Walker.
Middle—1. MP E. Hoskins, E. Smith, P.
Dundas 2. I. Smith and E. Smith 3. B.
Bowie. Bottom—1. C. Bouchard, J. Robichaud, B. Brockbank, J. Lobo 2. S. Large
and A. McLean
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PRPS EMPLOYEES AND THEIR MANY

Service Medals Awarded
(In alphabetical order, by medal year)

32 YEARS:
Allen, Kerry
Arthur, Bob (RET)
Dundas, Peter
Gallaugher, Brent
Green, Robert
Kooning, Clark (RET)
Munro, Pamela
Thompson, John
Woodcock, David
Woodhouse, Glen

22 YEARS
Asselbergs, Jeremy
Bailey, Darryl
Bates, Wayne
Bernath, Bill
Cole, Audra
Coram, Garry
Gallina, Philip
Garbe, Roland
Kearsey, Sandra (RET)
Langas, Al
MacNeil, Shannon
Middleton, Tammy
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Morrison, James
Murray, Carol
Namier, Donna
Parkes, Brian
Paterson, Daniel
Renaud, Tracy
Thompson, Dave
Tipping, Richard
Tripp, Kevin (RET)
Turnbull, David
Wheelans, Steven
Wilson Young, Brenda
Young, Keith

YEARS OF SERVICE...
12 YEARS
Agadzi, Charity
Albrecht, Kristin
Alfino, Adriana
Alvarez, Richard
Archdekin, Jennifer
Arnold, Grant
Baird, Jennifer
Bedford, Michael
Bink, David
Bojin, Matt
Bowie, Roxane
Burton, J.Richard
Caloccia, Sarah
Carson, Paul
Clarke, Darren
Cranston, Mark
D'Eath, Joel
Denning, Mark
Desrosiers, Shawn
Dickinson, Suzanne
Ditommaso, Antonio
Ditommaso, Jennifer
Dixon, Chritine
Domsy, Ericka
Donnelly, Michael
Edwards-Niffin, M.
Etherington, Mark
Ferras, Jill
Fonseca, Jolene
Forgie, Patrick
Gibson, Brian
Gilbert, Mike
Gingrich, Danielle
Gonsalves, Damion
Gorzynski, Brent
Hackenspiel, Andreas
Harlick, Mark
Herd, Brian
Howes, Jennifer
Hoy, Ed
Hunwicks, Jonathan
Ireland, Mark

Johnson, Brian
Johnston, Ian
Jurcina, Nicole
Kennedy, Colleen
Kukolic, Tom
LaVerdi, F.Keith
Lindemann-Michel
Loughrey, Jeanette
Lynn, Heather
MacArthur, Cathy
MacCalman, Craig
MacCalman, Rachael
MacDonald, Joseph
MacKenzieHay, Emily
Malone, Serena
Manipon, Joanne
Marighetto, Melissa
McAndie, Jamie
McCauley, Richard
McColm, Brianne
McIntosh, David
McRae, Karen
Mouratidis, Michelle (RET)
Munro, Nevada
Nasui, Remus
Nevils, Gordon
Orr, Stephanie
Palmer, Tracey
Park, James
Petit, Tara
Porter, Kevin
Raven, David
Rix, S.Chris
Sacrey, Shelley
Saindon, Lawrence
Saunders, Rose
Schwartz, Nicholas
Scott, Julie
Sham, Jennifer
Smith, Kendell
Speers, Michael
Steiginga, David
Stephenson, Kimberly
Sutton, Steven

Symington, Mark
Tansley, JodyMarie
Titus, Larry
Tomasella, Nicole
Tran, Kim
Vickers, Melissa
Wakely, David
Walker, Steven
Walsh, Jeff
Walton, Gord R/A
Whitley, Mark
Wiedemann, Brandon
Wishnousky, Chris
Woods, Philip

A TOTAL OF 2070
YEARS OF SERVICE
WERE AWARDED
IN 2016.
CONGRATULATIONS
RECIPIENTS!
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Looking Back...Looking Forward
9/11: It has been fifteen years since
that day. While it may have been an
event that took place on American
soil, the world was effected. Do you
remember where you were the day
the Towers fell? Do you see changes
in your life because of that day? How
will the world look fifteen years from
now? The Anniversary of the September 11th attacks was marked in various ways. Here are two: one in New
York and one in Toronto.
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It’s official!
The opening
ceremony for
Fernforest
Headquarters.
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2016 New Hires:
Aaron Tran
Adam Denny
Alex Lowell
Alex Walsh
Brad Cars
Christopher Martinez
Connor Kaffer
Daniel Pyette
Danielle Gosselin
David Kotzer
Dwayne Stephens
Erica Song
Heather Ryder
James Kozak
Jessica Demko
Justin Banzuela
Lauren Spina
Lisa Robertson
Michael Fabian
Natalie McDonald
Sandra Boutrous
Sherri Rough
Todd Christensen
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Thank you for
your service.
Enjoy

retirement…
Gary Coram
& Dave Woodcock
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Interested in getting
more involved within
the community?
Have an idea how to
promote paramedics
to the public?
Contact the PPA.
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A Week for Paramedics
For Paramedic Week, the PPA and Peel
Regional Paramedic Services teamed up
once again to host the third annual Paramedic Week BBQ! We had John “the
Butcher” Waito at the BBQ helm with his
wife Kim, helping to feed hundreds of
hungry staff! This year saw FOUR roasts
on John’s homemade BBQ! The weather
was great and all of those who attended

were able to get a firsthand look at the
new Stryker power lift stretchers that
made their way onto our trucks this
year! Thank you to all who came out,
especially the crews on shift who were
able to make their way to Tomken station. Special thanks to John, who was
at Tomken setting up at 5am! A big
thank you to Brad Bowie for helping to

organize, Sara Kissick who organized the
pizza for us and to Joel, who kept Andy
the Ambulance out of trouble! Looking
forward to next year already!
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Fore! A Good Cause…
PPA Golf Tournament 2016
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PRIDE
2016
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Lifesaving in Motion
On August 18th, for the first time ever,
the Peel Regional Paramedic Service and
the City of Brampton Lifeguard Staff at
Professor's Lake participated in a collaborative event at Professor's Lake.
Similar to other interprofessional events,
the purpose of this event was to present
scenarios in which the Lifeguard and Paramedic staff could showcase their skill
sets and to develop better cohesion for
any future interactions. Additionally, for
educational and social media purposes,
this event was recorded.
Believe it or not, the Lifeguarding profession has gone through a lot of changes
over the years. The organizers hoped
that this event would not only provided
the Lifeguarding staff insight into what
the paramedic job entails but more importantly to also provide education for
the Paramedic staff as to what a Lifeguard can now do.
In fact, as of 2016, Lifeguards can now:
•

Apply a tourniquet for major bleeds

•

If provided by the patient, administer epinephrine, ASA, Ventolin, glucose tablets, and
Nitro

•

Administer oxygen from a BVM, NRB, or NC

•

Apply a spinal board in the water

•

Manage oxygen saturation with the use of a
pulse oximeter

•

And everything else in the SFA and
NLS training package

The Event was deemed a great success!
Thank you to the PRPS staff who volunteered their time that day. And thank
you to all the individuals involved in making this event happen. Planning is underway to bring similar events to the Region
of Peel in the future. Stay tuned for
more details. —MJ Braaksma
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Peel
MedVents
Over the last year you may have noticed
some young faces around the reporting
stations or seen a trailer out back of
Tomken. In June 2016, Peel Regional
Paramedic Services officially welcomed
Scouts Canada- Peel Medical Venturers
and Rovers into our facilities. Peel
MedVents was established in 2004 by
Dave Wakely when Dave saw an opportunity to educate youth and promote the
Paramedic profession. Over the years,
the program has grown and during that
time several other Peel Paramedics have
joined the group as Medical Advisors
including Sean Large, Mark Symington
and Tony Tiberia. Mark Symington is
currently the group commissioner and
overseas all of the group’s operations.
Not only are Paramedics involved in the
group, we even have VEPA’s helping out
such as William Pattison and Raymond
Tyrell. This team teaches the MedVents
learn wilderness, first aid, medical and
life skills on a bi-weekly basis normally at
headquarters. You may even see them
at events Peel Paramedics are at such as
the Lucas Holton Carnival, the IDI Public
Heroes Awards or at Council Chambers
assisting the service teach CPR to the
councillors. Without a doubt, Peel
MedVents are making an impact in the
community and we welcome them to our
family. Feel free to say hi if you see them
in the building or out in the community.
Want to do more? Interested in training
youth? Camping? Outdoor adventures?
Road Trips? Speak to Mark or Sean to
find out more about the program and the
various ways you can contribute.
—Sean Large
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Showing Your Support for
Good Causes.
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Second Annual Food Drive:
Thank you for the donations!
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Donating for Good Causes:
Supporting The Canadian Paramedic Memorial,
Tema Conter Memorial Trust, Mississauga Food
Bank, and Peel Children’s Centre.

One Child’s Inspiration.
First Annual PPA Book Drive:
Way to Go Cameron!
In 2015, Association VP Mike Thomas
brought his son and daughter, Cameron
and Zoё, to the PPA’s Holiday Toy & Diaper Drive for delivery to the Peel Children’s Centre. Five year old Cameron,
was saddened to hear that not all children have toys to open on Christmas
morning, so he wanted to help. Because
he loves to read, when he learned that
many children also do not have access to
books, he decided he wanted to help
them, too. Cameron had the idea of a
book drive. He set the goal of collecting
as many books as possible for the month
of May, ideally he wanted to see at least
500 books donated. With the help of
some very generous donations, Cameron
was able to nearly double his goal! Cam
filled an ambulance with 1,908 books to
give to the Peel Children’s Centre! Thank
you to everyone who donated to our first
ever book drive. With continued support, we hope to
make Cameron’s Book
Drive an annual event.
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Dreams Take Flight
Supporting Children from Peel Children’s Centre
as they travel to Disney World.
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AWARENESS IN THE
COMMUNITY
The Importance of
CPR and PRPS’
PAD Program.
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Suicide Prevention

Torch Run Polar Dip

Be A Donor
For Various
Reasons
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From One
Capital to
Another…
The idea for The Heroes are Human Capital to Capital Bike Ride was conceived by
two paramedics and avid cyclists: Norm
Robillard and Ken Martin. A multi-day
cycling adventure and mental health
campaign, the ride would eventually see
more than 20 cyclists travel all the way
from Ottawa to Washington, DC.
I participated in the event as part of the
support crew. Driving a Superintendent
vehicle graciously supplied by Peel Region Paramedic Services. PRPS was one
of only three services brave enough to
support the ride from start to finish. The
other two being Prescott-Russell (who
supplied their Communications RV) and
FDNY (who supplied a small bus). Joining
me for the first week of the journey was
co-pilot, photographer, social media
guru, and fellow PRPS paramedic Wade
MacPherson. The vehicle often led the
cyclists on their route down to Washington. Sometimes we provided a place to
host a water stop. Sometimes we facilitated road side tire changes. Occasionally we motivated cyclists by playing music
for them. It was an amazing experience.
The ride left Ottawa on May 7th travelling through Ontario, Quebec, Vermont,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and eventually ending in
Virginia. Several small towns and big
cities showed their support for the event
along the way. The cyclists and support
crew spread awareness for first responder mental health at various points
throughout the trip. In Boston, the ride

connected with the National EMS Memorial Bike Ride. While we continued
to promote the message of mental
health awareness, we also rode in
memory of paramedics lost in the line
of duty.
It was a trip I will never forget. Powerful and moving. Motivating to see the
group of cyclists continue on over the
many miles they accomplished. I met
many amazing people along the way.
We encountered a few hiccups, maybe
getting lost once or twice. But everyone involved handled themselves with
grace and flexibility. We reached our
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goal on May 20th and attended the National EMS Memorial Service on the 21st.
I was honoured to represent the service
at such an important event. Thank you
to PRPS for stepping up and agreeing to
support the ride with a vehicle. The ride
raised money for both the Tema Conter
Memorial Trust and The Code Green
Campaign. All involved have deemed the
inaugural Capital to Capital ride a success. More information may be found at
capitaltocapital.com or on the event’s
Facebook page.
--Sarah Salvis
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3319’s
Summer Vacation
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Peel Region to Ottawa to Washington DC and back to Peel with
several stops along the way.
For Mental Health Awareness with the Capital to Capital Ride
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The Paramedic Ride
Why I Ride:
On the morning of September 16th, 2016
I tightened the latch on my cycling shoes
as the morning traffic buzzed around
Yonge and Dundas Square. My helmet
was on, tires pumped, chain oiled, and
water bottles filled. Surrounded by
friends and co-workers, we listened to
department chiefs, politicians, and
speakers, as we anxiously awaited the
start of our four-day journey to Ottawa.
The Paramedic Ride has always been
something special to me. It began in
2013 as a cycling event from Toronto to
Ottawa. It is a 500-kilometre journey
through 23 regions of Ontario in honour
of our fellow paramedics who have lost
their lives in the line of duty. The now
annual event raises money and awareness with the goal of building a monument in memory of our peers. Over the
past few years, it has also grown to include Mental Health Awareness.
On that first morning, an ORNGE helicopter hovered overhead as ninety-five riders prepared to begin the fourth Paramedic ride. The 15 or so ambulances and
escorts turned on their lights and sirens,
and began leading us out of Toronto.
As usual, an amazing support staff had
meticulously planned each leg of the
journey. Lunch breaks were a smorgasbord of food served at restaurants, ambulance stations, Canadian Legions, or
community centres.
There were many participants who had
ridden before, but also quite a lot of new
cyclists. This was my third time participating in the ride to Ottawa, and I was
lucky enough to be accompanied by six
other Peel Region riders and three support staff. As much as the joy of the open
road willed us to ride harder, this was
not a race; it was a ride to remember the
fallen. The organizers carried large signs
of the thirty-eight paramedics who have
lost their lives on duty; each displaying
their name, picture, and information. As
is custom at times in ceremony, we
would read their names and ring a bell in
commemoration.
On each ride I’ve participated in, a special bond has been formed between the
riders. This comes not only from our

time on the open road together, but
also from the purpose of the ride itself.
As we passed through town after town,
the public would applaud and cheer as
we paraded through in 2x2 format with
police and ambulance escorts. Our support staff honked their horns as they
passed, while displaying hand written
notes of encouragement on the windows. We would talk and joke with other riders, getting to know them as we all
tackled the asphalt in front of us. You
could feel the friendship and dedication
to each other. As the daylight began to
weaken, it must have been quite the
sight to witness! Cycling under the red
and white cast by the ambulances with
sirens blaring, it was enough to make
the hair stand up on your neck.
New this year our group met up with
another paramedic ride cycling from
Quebec City to Ottawa. After crossing
over the Ottawa River, we met cyclists
from the Quebec ride and rode together to the finish. We climbed directly
onto Parliament Hill where we completed our journey, and had our closing
ceremonies.
This year I really thought about why I do
this ride. I recall my first paramedic
ride to Ottawa on a heavy touring
bike. Even though I didn’t know many
people, the group took me in with open
arms. I suffered a leg injury on the third
day and was worried I would have to sit
in a vehicle for the finish. A few riders
who call themselves the ‘Muddy An-
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gels’ (a group who cycles in the US for
fallen responders and whose events
inspired the Canadian ride) taped up my
injury. The strong winds that day almost stopped me, but I pushed through
with the help of my newfound friends.
This year I spent a good deal of time
cycling up and down the group, meeting
new people, chatting, and offering encouragement and support where I
could. If I have learned anything from
my past it is to pay it forward.
As a new paramedic of only four years I
already know friends and coworkers
suffering from PTSD, and knew coworkers who have succumbed to suicide. It touches us all in our industry,
and the truth of this is ever present on
the ride. In 2015 we stopped in a small
town along the route where a local first
responder had committed suicide recently. The family came to see us. We
gave them a flag and took some photos. I remember that moment most of
all…Why do I do this ride? I do it for
them, for the fallen and their families,
and for the support of my friends and
colleagues. I ride to help inspire people
to speak out and get help for PTSD. Each
year I ride the reasons become clearer
as each pedal stroke leads me to our
capital.
A huge thank you to our support staff.
And to my fellow riders: Well Done! I
look forward to being by your side and
riding with my friends and colleagues
next year.
-John Bestfather

Riders:
Ty Pilkey, Joe Korstanje, Justin
Beck, Roman, Evtukh, Sarah
Caloccia, and Meaghan Kesslick

Support Staff:
Wade MacPherson, Michael
Netchitailo, and Sarah Salvis
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‘Tis the season...
The 2016 toy drive benefitting the Peel
Children’s Centre and the pediatric floors
of Brampton Civic, Credit Valley and Mississauga Trillium, was another huge success! Money raised from the annual golf
tournament, organized by Lawrence
Saindon, was used to purchase gift cards
for some of the older kids, as well as

providing Tim Cards for the parents of
the children on the pediatric floors of all
3 hospitals. Once again, we were fortunate to partner with St. John ambulance
and Amazon.ca. A special thank you to
Mississauga cartons, who are always
gracious enough to donate boxes used
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for the donations at the stations. We’d
also like to thank all the Regional departments who continue to help us out every
year and especially the Medics, who not
only donate toys, but also assist us with
logistics and delivering all the toys before
Christmas.

...for giving.

Thank you to
those who
helped make
this year’s toy
drive happen!
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←Congratulations:
In addition to the Superintendents
who continue to show their support
for the PPA (Steve, Larry, and Lawrence). We would like to thank
Sean for supporting the work that
the PPA does.

Job Well Done→
Kim, you organized retirement parties and going away parties. Thank
you for Thinking Outside Ambulance
and supporting your colleagues.

To Those Who Find
the Time: Thank You!
You help others at work.
And you help others at
home. Your children’s
hockey team and swim
club. The local food bank
and Meals on Wheels program. Maybe you are a Big
Brother/Sister. Or perhaps

you assist with the physically challenged.
You volunteer your time
helping, teaching, and facilitating. You assist others
around the world and in
your own backyard.
We know you are shy and
do not always want to
share the details of your
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accomplishments and
achievements. But we know
you are out there, making a
difference.
So thank you. Thank you to
your dedication on the job.
But also thank you for doing
what you can to make the
world a better place off the
job too.

Thank you to all the PPA
volunteers.

You make it possible!
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Guess Who?...

Throwback
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Thursdays...
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Memories. Looking back over 2016 has
been a challenge. For a number of reasons. While there have been many positives. There have been negatives too. I
will always remember that day, when I
found out about the loss of one of our
own. I will remember being on offload
delay, trying to hold back the tears (and
failing). I will remember being devastated. However, I will also remember
how my coworkers comforted me. How
we came together in that back hallway
and supported one another. I will remember my partner that day not pressing me to talk. I am forever grateful to
my supervisor for understanding I wasn’t interested in finishing the rest of my
shift. Beyond that day, I choose to remember the many lessons I learned
while working with one of the best
medics to ever wear the PRPS uniform.
That was one memorable day in January. However, there are so many memorable days for 2016. The people make
Peel Regional Paramedic Services a
great place to work filled with wonderful memories. You contribute so much
to the workplace and the community at
large. This Year is Review is your
chance to relive lots of positive moments. Congratulations on your many
successes. Continue to stay positive,
comfort one another in times of need,
and “Think Outside the Ambulance”.
Let us now look forward to the wonderful possibilities that the future may
hold. —S
Do you have comments or concerns
regarding 2016’s Year in Review? We
welcome feedback: Please email
print@peelparamedics.ca
Didn’t see your event or photo featured? Please stay tuned to your email
throughout the year for 2017 content
call-outs. Although, we are always
accepting content and ideas at
print@peelparamedics.ca.
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Promoting
Paramedics within
the Community.

Thinking Outside
the Ambulance...
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